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Abstract 

      Now-a-days, the WSN is an important concept for wide range of applications. There 

are group of nodes presents in the sensor field and it can perform the communication 

wirelessly. Every node of energy consumption differs from other nodes. In WSN, the 

energy hole is an essential issue. The energy holes firstly affect the sink region in the 

sensor node, so the data transmission failure will occur. The holes are occurring in 

nearby sink node compare to other nodes. Consequently, it will minimize the expected 

lifetime of a sensor network. In this article we have proposed ECHD (Energy Competent 

Hole Detection) a cluster-based algorithm for detecting holes. For minimize the 

elongated track routes the periodic re-clustering was used. In the proposed energy-

efficient algorithm, every cluster head energy was compared with the threshold. When the 

head of the cluster had a power level equal to the threshold, the cluster head would 

advertise as a routing hole. The simulation results proved that the performance of the 

proposed technique is better than the existing techniques.  
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1. Introduction 
      The energy estimation is forever the key target in WSN. The nodes present in the 

WSN were deployed at a non-reachable location and so various routing protocol was 

postulated for a period of time for the purpose of routing packets in the WSN. This 

process widely depends on the application type and categorized into Multipath routing, 

Single path routing and cluster-based routing. The protocol in WSN should strictly meet 

power consumption limit [1][2]. The chief aim of this routing process is the delivering the 

packet to the respective destination from the source on the basis of position clustering or 

topology [3][4]. The position clustering is addressing the node by choosing a unique 

identification whereas the topological clustering is addressing on the basis of host. The 

algorithm for routing used the past traffic memorization concept in order to access the 

setup more effectively by user thereby increasing the network throughput and reliability 

[5][6]. The algorithm chiefly focus on the cluster structure optimization, cluster head 

selection, cluster number calculation and distribution of cluster [7-10]. 

[11-13]proposed the hierarchical cluster-based architecture for secure data transfer. The 

proposed architecture consists of various cluster areas and backbone networks. The 

energy hole occurs the results from heavy traffic loads to the sink and important network 

lifetime reduction. [14] addressed the routing hole problem during energy trade-off and 
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energy depletion among the network. Due to this problem the network requires to 

preserve power constraints and connectivity on sensor nodes. This study solves the issues 

of early end of network lifetime nearby BS. They proposed two distributed routing 

protocols for rectifying the issues of routing hole. Identification of holes free the extra 

power utilization just about the hole as well as reduce the hole dimension [14]. The 

problem of this energy holes can be avoided by using energy hole detection procedure. 

Before the data transfer phase started the routing, hole must be detected in progress. The 

nodes lie in the border position of the hole announce the hole data to the neighbors. As a 

result, the long alternative route path can be avoided [15-18]. 

This paper proposed the ECHD algorithm for direction-finding hole identification. To 

minimize the elongated alternative route the periodic re-clustering was used. In the 

proposed energy-efficient algorithm, every cluster head energy was compared with the 

threshold. When the energy level of the cluster head was equal to the threshold, the cluster 

head would advertise as a routing hole.  

Various section of this paper is organized as follows. Section-II represent various hole 

problems. Section-III represents the proposed hole detection algorithm. Section-IV 

represents the experiment outcome and finally the Section-V represents the conclusion 

followed by the reference. 

 

2. Related Problems 
      In WSN, the unbalanced power utilization in addition to the lifespan of sensor 

network is the most essential factor. Holes are produced network connectivity failure and 

network life time reduction. Two routing protocols in wireless sensor network to provide 

maximum stability network and also to prevent void holes. The constructiveness of 

proposed was compared with existing system [12]. A wireless sensor network had been 

faced several problems in proceeding routing process. In the course of the transmission of 

process nodes, energy got lost because of void holes. The main concept of location error 

had been introduced to enhance effectiveness of energy. The drawback is that energy 

consumption as well as data reliability among the nodes. The other drawback is that 

location error and battery consumption became unavoidable. Over consumption of energy 

causes degradation performance in network. The evaluated result achieves better energy 

efficiency than existing system. The figure represents proposed model of sensor void 

nodes. A source node was placed on substructure along with the sink node was positioned 

on peak respectively. A communication was initialized from source node. These nodes 

could be sensed from neighbor [16]. Then, the node had been selected at optimal position. 

By means of relay nodes, data had been transferred from source to destination node. An 

proposed system had been viewed from single-hop neighbor to detect void nor dead node. 

A void node was said to be node that contains no such neighbor nodes from transmission 

range in order to forward data packet from one network into another. For illustration, 

arbitrary exploitation in addition to lifeless neighbor node occurs caused by high power 

indulgence between two corresponding nodes in sensor network. 
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                                Fig1:  model of sensor void nodes 

 

The hole discovery is essential for the reason that the energy in the data round node along 

with the hole boundary is quickly exhausted. The rapid identification of holes keep away 

the use of extra power in the region of the hole boundaries along with reduces the 

dimension of the hole. This practical preliminary detection ensures elongated network 

lifespan as well as sensor nodes on the way to be alive additional power competent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                

 

 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Fig:2 Model of sensor void nodes due to be short of exposure 
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                Fig:3 Model of a void sensor nodes in a Hierarchical WSN 

 

[18][19] proposed the power competent as well as QoS conscious direction-finding 

procedure on the way to reduce the energy hole in clustered WSN. To secure QoS for 

various traffic types, the data prioritization was achieved depends on content and message 

type. To address the problem of energy efficiency, the combination of stationary sink 

along with the movable sink was presented. The stationary sink was worn to send the 

impediment-susceptible information also the movable sink was used to send the delay-

tolerant message. The proposed EEQR engaged minimum along the length impediment 

and power-competent that was proficient to guarantee QoS. The simulation results are 

proved the proposed strategy performances along with compare by means of mobile sink 

in addition to static sink strategy. The results also proved the EEQR method extends the 

network life time and reduces the coverage life time, and the performance measures are a 

delay, throughput and packet loss ratio. This paper mainly contains a QoS aware routing 

method and energy-efficient for clustering WSN lifetime, its called as power competent 

with QoS sensitive direction-finding procedure. The intersection of mobile and static sink 

and priority mechanism was based on traffic content and balanced rate.  

But in most of the times, a routing hole is formed and as a result of this routing hole a 

failure was occurred in the route. In recent times, various routing protocols were 

implemented with face routing for recovering the failed route [20]. Identification of the 

four-sided recognition of each node is the major problem of the BCP. The proposed work 

compares favorably with BDCIS and BCP for the reason that with some of the above 

errors it is a power efficient routing hole detection algorithm [12][13]. 

Regrettably, the timing or location of these active procedures is complex. Routing holes 

need to be identified to avoid long walking, that is done through sending packets through 

the hole edge node. Therefore, readily available a dreadful require to identify a direction-

finding hole by means of a smaller amount time along with space difficulty. 

A work of fiction power competent routing hole identification is projected for balanced 

energy use and low working out overhead. 

 

3. Proposed ECHD Method 
       proposed the routing hole detection algorithm for hierarchical WSN. In WSN 

network through the use of the best possible route chosen that was reduced the 

communication overhead. Although, the routing protocol path selection was one of the 

challenges. The optimization of hierarchical routing was achieved by using the various 

clusters' workload. Multi-hop hierarchical direction-finding provides the results of too 

much power nearby sink node, also it minimizes the energy of nodes. Because of this, the 

routing hole problem would occur over the base station. Around the hole boundary nodes, 

the data routing will produce the reason of energy exhaustion. It increased the dimension 

of the hole and the hole identification in the network saved extra power utilization over 

the hole as well as reduce the dimension of the hole. The article proposed the ECHD 
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algorithm for direction-finding hole identification. In the direction of minimize the 

elongated alternative route the periodic re-clustering was used. In the proposed energy-

efficient algorithm, every cluster head energy was compared with the threshold. When the 

power intensity of the head of the cluster had equal to the threshold, the cluster head 

would advertise as a routing hole. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig:4 Hole Detection Procedures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              Fig:5 membership degree 

In the projected effort, the sensors' nodes are well thought-out to be restricted power also 

be able to perceive the remaining power, and every node of the WSN are initially capable 

of equal quantity of power. The BS is exclusive of power barriers, however distant from 
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the sensor node area. Every wireless sensor node is stable also has the identical capacity, 

only a separation of the distributed sensor nodes is planned as cluster head. Here in 

structural design, multi-hop grouping is used to be in touch by means of the base station. 

Wireless nodes intelligence the surroundings by a certain speed with there is at all times 

information transmitted to the base station. The power necessary to send a information is 

equal for every nodes since the transmission path is rich. It is important that each sensor 

node, with a distinctive detection amount, be able to observe its personal battery power 

intensity. Cluster head performs sends data aggregation in addition to packed in 

information to base station through multi-hop. 

The direction-finding hole must be identified in move ahead earlier than to begin the 

information communication step, in addition to the nodes located on the edge of the hole 

intimate the hole data to its neighbor nodes. So elongated walks be able to avoid. A 

number of identifying techniques have been introduced in the literature that identifies 

border nodes to keep away from elongated paths. However, everyone has its own 

drawbacks, such as overhead as well as utmost power utilization. In the direction of stay 

away from this problem, the projected direction-finding hole identification procedures 

sets a limit for hole detection. In consonance with the Energy Competent Hole Detection 

flowchart shown in Figure5 prior to starting the information transfer, every cluster head 

will compute its power along with contrast it to the limit value. If its power is the same or 

less than the limit, the cluster head will announce itself as a direction-finding hole. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                 

                      Fig:6 Clustering Procedures 

4. Result Outcome 
      In the direction of investigate the efficiency of the projected identification procedure, 

we create a WSN with irregularly distributed sensor nodes and perform extensive 

simulation work on MATLAB R2014b. The efficiency of the projected Energy 

Competent Hole Identification is assessed scheduled the origin of calculation overhead, 

instance of identification of holes, power utilization along with rate of exposure of holes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig:7 Number of Holes Created per time 
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Fig:8 Overhead of Hole discovery 

 

Fig:8 Overhead of Hole discovery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

          Fig:9 Utilization of Energy 

 

In the proposed method there has been a significant reduction in overheads compared to 

other identified cases like shown in figure8 the projected ECHD procedure has the least 

estimation operating cost for the reason that it only determined on a assessment of power 

by means of threshold. Our projected routing hole identification procedure uses a 

minimum power record because it does not require any calculation such as BDCIS or 

neighboring node information BCP as shown in figure9. The projected routing hole 

identification procedure has the lowest detection time in contrast to BCP and BDCIS as 

represented in figure6. 

 

5. Conclusion 

This paper proposed the routing hole detection algorithm for hierarchical WSN. In 

WSN network through the use of the best possible route chosen that was reduced the 

communication overhead. In this method the power of every cluster head is contrast to the 

threshold if the power intensity of the cluster head is equal to the limit, the cluster head 

will announce itself as calling the routing hole and the member node re-clustering 

procedure. Before identifying the holes, it is considered that the cluster has been built. 

The simulation result proved that the proposed ECHD (Energy Competent Hole 

Detection) method capable of detecting holes by means of a reduced amount of time as 

well as computational difficulty, therefore consuming minimal power and also enhance 

the lifespan of the network. 
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